International Studies
Senior Project Instructions: Chinese language component.

1. Students should meet at least once with the Chinese language professor when they write the proposal for the Senior Project. Discussions on finding the appropriate Chinese sources and developing a “glossary of terms” necessary for writing a summary are included in the meeting.
2. After the Senior Project proposal oral meeting, students should meet at least once more with the Chinese language professor regarding the Chinese sources before they begin writing their project.
3. Students should meet with the Chinese language professor at least one month before they set out to print their Senior Project. To this meeting, students bring their draft for the Chinese summary; necessary follow-up meetings regarding revising the Chinese summary and preparing for the oral defense are arranged between the student and the language professor during this meeting.
4. Students should acknowledge in writing any assistance from the TA or other Chinese students in writing the Chinese summary.
5. Students should have the Chinese language professor’s permission before they print out their Chinese summary for final binding with the completed Senior Project.
6. The primary reader has the responsibility of reminding students to follow the procedure. However, ultimately the responsibility is the students’.